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Jun Wu Ren also explained, ''The incident with the Hegemony Blade Sect should be

known to all of you Zhen Guards and War Gods. They were the ones who disturbed the

order of the Heavenly Sea and tried to use the strength of martial artists to dominate the
entire Heavenly Sea. Both of them failed to do their relative obligations, and afterwards

sifting out, it was also found that many dirty and underhanded events happened inside."

The words came out with a strong taste of questioning, Yang Hu's face
directly sank, Qin Long's face also did not look too good, but only a hint of harshness

flashed in his eyes, then became softer, Taotie followed Yang Hu, his face darkened. Yuan
Wu was the only one, with a face full of guilt.

"This matter we will certainly be seriously screened, but at the moment you

all know that the most important thing at this moment is not to verify the martial arts
world, but to face the next big explosion of events in the ancient prison of Eastern Japan.

"Lin Hao can say that you directly involved in the ancient prison

beforehand early arrival, you are also in the centre of the storm, even with Pope Peter had
made a deal, this matter, we are not too go after the answer, but the ancient prison big

explosion, we as Chinese people, still have to have the heart of guarding China! Of course
I am not being alarmist, we are surrounded by tigers in China, the Ancient Prison is not

far from us, the high seas are also rampant with forces, I am sure you have analysed the

situation, this is also the focus of our Dragon Sect should be worried about, but we assure
you that after the Ancient Prison incident, we will definitely check the sects under our

jurisdiction, once there is a problem, the heavy ones will be directly exterminated, the
light ones will be directly dispatched. " Yuan Wu said with a serious tone of several bits.

Which lifted the greatness of the famous clan, Lin Hao made a deal with

Pope Peter incident, the purpose is to let Lin Hao temporarily avoid.



Lin Hao heard the words, is also in the heart of a secret shock for a moment,
unexpectedly dragon door even his contact with pope Peter are able to detect, it seems

that the strength of the dragon door is also extremely terrifying. Not being able to do it

and not being able to see are two different things, if not being able to do it while not even
being able to see is not achieved, then it is terrifying ......

"? dyed west zero yi serve whisked dyed land? We thought that if the

Dragon Sect didn't have time to spare, we could assist in helping, after all, there are some

things that we already know the answers to." Lin Hao thought for a moment and finally

said what was on his mind.

Jun Wu Ren also followed immediately, at this moment Jun Wu Ren did

not have the kind of mentality in his heart that he had when facing the Dragon Sect's four
town guards pilgrims, but was extremely sharp, certainly not too contemptuous of their

authority, "Reviewing the signs of crime, this I am familiar with, you can rest assured. The
battle of the ancient prison in the East, we will all end up on the side of China, what you
have been busy with lately, what you do, we have no right to know, but the answers we
seek, and also hope that you will interfere too much as well as arrange us. After all, we
are all under the nation and there is nothing wrong with that as long as we do not go
against the will of the nation's survival and do not make mistakes that are essentially

within the rules."

Qin Long frowned, Jun Wu Ren's words outright rejected the suggestion of

joining the Dragon Sect, and the two of them didn't seem too willing to be at the mercy of

the Dragon Sect at the moment, he had a purpose for this visit. He was prepared to recruit
Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren into the Dragon Sect, but the other two did not seem to have

much fun joining the Dragon Sect, but the good thing was that they would still be on the

side of China, which made Qin Long's heart feel much better.



When Yang Hu Taotie heard Jun Wuhui's words, his face was cold and he

shouted in anger directly in his heart, arrogance! How dare you ignore the Dragon Sect's
solicitation and really think that two people can profit the king's wildest.

Chapter 1652

"Jun Wu Ren! Arrogance! The reputation of the Dragon Sect is something you can

slander!" Yang Hu shouted angrily.

Although Yang Hu had not managed much of the Dragon Sect's affairs over
the years, he was still furious at being accused of dereliction of duty by Jun Wu Regret.
How much had they given to the Dragon Sect and how much had the Dragon Sect given to
China? If they had to be blamed for just a little dereliction of duty, then what had they

given?

"Brother Tiger is right, Jun Wu Ren, I thought you were a good person, but
now it seems that I was wrong. The meaning of the Dragon Sect's existence is something

you simply don't know." Taotie also said, a very disappointed look.

Jun Wu Ren laughed, and Lin Hao smiled.

"Well, regardless of the arrogance is said the truth, your arrival is only for

the matter of the Thousand Clans, now that the two elders of the Thousand Clans are here,
you can ask, as for the other matters, we will talk afterwards, the Dragon Sect we go back.
After all, the duty of defending China is everyone's business." Lin Hao said, showing a

kingly demeanor, and did not delve deeper into the issue of duty again, after all, as said
before, the ancient prison issue was in front of them, they did not need to make too much

of a stalemate, and although this group of people had had their share, it was not without
merit.



Seeing that the others were still somewhat indignant, Yuan Wu hurriedly

said, "Well, don't make too much noise over some non-specific events, our purpose of
coming here is to ask for a statement and see what things really are, now we can find out

if we ask ......"

Thousand River and Thousand Thunder looked at Lin Hao Jun Wu Ren
facing the four town guards calm and collected, and even have this taste of tit for tat, the
heart touched, secretly said this is perhaps the confidence of the top strong, if they, would
not dare to talk to the four town guards like this, is their patriarch also dare not, unless,
unless the great elders only have some qualifications ......

After all, even the four town guards of the Dragon Sect had to call out a

senior when they saw their tai-senpai.

"Humph! Then we'll talk about it when they arrive at the Dragon Sect, but
the conversation today will be something that Yang will keep in mind!"

"So will I!"

"So will I!"

The three said almost simultaneously.



Lin Hao smiled sarcastically, and Jun Wuhui also gently raised the corners

of his mouth.

Yuan Wu sighed, but did not continue to explore further on this issue,
instead he looked at Qian Lei and Qian He and opened his mouth to question, his tone
serious and his demeanor earnest, not allowing a hint of falsehood: "What is the reason for

your Thousand Clans coming out? What is the reason for this mess with the Lin and Jun

family lords?"

Thousand Thunder and Thousand River looked down at Lin Hao and Jun
Wu Ren, they had been full of fear of the two before, but now they had a hint of awe,
nowadays they were all yearning for the strong ......

"We, the Thousand Clans, held a group meeting after the Hegemony Blade

Sect incident because of the Martial Arts Alliance's request, and the four of us were to

settle this matter out! Only because senior brother Qianhai is too arrogant and

overbearing, has been targeting the Lin family lord and Jun family lord as well as

speaking out of turn, and eventually brought about our own destruction. This is all due to
our carelessness and arrogance, not the fault of the Lin and Jun family masters." Qian He

said tremblingly, looking up at the others from time to time, paying attention to their

faces, his tone trembling for fear of saying the wrong thing ......

Thousand Lei immediately agreed: "Yes, yes, yes, that's it. Later, we were
invited to the request for help from senior brother Qianhai, saying that we could suppress
and kill the Lin family master and Jun family master, afterwards to this, Qianhai? Er Di

Di Er Shan Er Shan Xi? Senior brother and senior brother Qian Yu directly against the Lin

family lord Jun family lord, completely unreasonable, deserved to die!"



Yuan Wu nodded at his words, then looked at the other three town guards

and found that all three of them were caught up in suspicion that there was something
odd going on here, after all, right at their feet, there were two corpses lying, or the same

clan and the same people, and then they said something like that, mind you, the four of
them were now here to back them up.
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Disbelief, and deep suspicion? Ai Yiwu Yi Shan Ai Serving Shan?

"If you have any concerns, you can just say so, with us backing you up!"
Yang Hu pursued undauntedly.

"Don't dare, don't dare ......" Thousand Lei hurriedly said, what worries, no
worries at all OK! And that is, please, please don't ask anymore, ask again to die ......

"No! I don't think so!" The first thing you need to do is to ask for a new one.
Don't dare, what don't dare? Was it that he was too scared to dare? Or what? If this

didn't dare to say it, wouldn't it mean that he was threatened by Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren,
senior brother is really confused ah ......

Taotie Yang Hu duo looked at each other and instantly knew that the duo
must have been threatened by something, otherwise they certainly wouldn't be such a big
contrast, for sure!

Just, looking at Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, in looking at the corpses on the

ground, and thinking about the strength of these two people, one does not need to think



to know that they must have been threatened with their lives, otherwise how could they

be like this.

When they thought of this, they were not prepared to ask questions at the

scene, but said to Yuan Wu, "Brother Wu, let's take these two away first, you must have if

to discuss. We won't bother you."

Yang Hu shouted at Taotie to take Qian Lei and Qian He directly to prepare
to leave, Yuan Wu had wanted to stay and talk to Lin Hao Jun Wu Rui, now they want to

leave, that is just right.

However, Qian Lei and Qian He were in deep despair, they had already

ingratiated themselves with Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret, if they were to enter the hands

of the Dragon Gate town guards, then according to the expression of this Yang Hu Taotie

town guards just now, they would definitely have to shed their skin ......

This situation is not what they want, after all, only to come out of death

and then enter death again, no one can accept it ......

They looked at Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret with begging eyes, Lin Hao was

indifferent, but Jun Wu Regret was struggling a bit, which made Lin Hao also a bit

embarrassed, after all, only just learned from the other side to the particularly important

news, now face their prayers directly ignored, Lin Hao some can not do ......

"The two of you have told us the truth, you can't take them away again,
after all, we are not barbarians, thousands of years of cultural formation, and there is no



mention of incidents such as bending over backwards to appear again in the current
era ......," Lin Hao said to Yang Hu.

This moment this sentence out, let the whole room silent. The first time I

looked at Lin Hao's plea for mercy, I found it to be so useful, a glimmer of hope that

turned into a million rays of light, and once again looked at Lin Hao and found that he

was not an iron-blooded, heartless man, and that he and others really hung their own

narrow-mindedness on their heads... ...

Sad and pathetic, the martial arts world has fallen to this, it's really
self-made ......

Qian Lei swore that as long as he didn't die today, he would be at the

mercy of Lin Haojun without regret in the future ......

Of course not leaving is the same as not dying ......

If not, with Yang Hu's methods, going with them would be tantamount to

death ......

Yang Hu is slightly shocked, deadly stare at the thousand thunder and

thousand river, these two people full of eyes full of praying look he can see vividly, just
let him wonder why they are willing to stay beside Lin Hao?



He knew that Lin Hao was the one who had killed their brothers and
teachers, so why did he follow them?

Chapter 1654

To die again? The two of them are simply murderous devils!

Taotie bellowed angrily, "How dare you two defy the wishes of the Dragon

Gate's town guards! What?"

Taotie's voice was so loud that it struck deep into the souls of Thousand

Thunder and Thousand River. Although they were both Grand Masters, the Dragon Sect

had given them a great deal of psychic suppression over the years, and the two of them

were sweating with fear in the face of Taotie's fury.

Lin Hao stood out and said indifferently, "Two town guards, you all know

the outcome of the matter, why do you keep on dwelling on it and not letting go? Is it

because you are town guards and can control people at will? Then if that's the case, why
have you not seen any sign of your people despite the countless chaotic incidents over the
years?"

Jun Wuhuo pulled Lin Hao's hand, indicating that Lin Hao should not say

too much, in his heart the Dragon Gate is still the supreme existence, he said, only
shallowly, and did not directly point to the deep pain of the Dragon Gate at this moment,
after all, there, is the pivot of the Dragon Gate, although the Dragon Gate has faults, but
the value of his existence, has long exceeded some of the dereliction of duty he has

committed ......



"Lin Hao! This is our business, you must not interfere too much, don't
forget your identity!" Yang Hu also threatened in a cold voice.

Lin Hao smiled, "Yang Zhen Gu, how about we fight against each other? If

you win, you can take them away, and if you lose, don't say such things in the future?"

Thousands? Yi served er Lui Ai served? Lei and Qian He were very grateful

when they heard Lin Hao's words, they never thought that Lin Hao would stand up for

them and fight with the Dragon Sect, how should they repay such a kindness ......

"Of course my cultivation level is higher than yours now, if we really
compete, you guys are definitely not my opponent, in that case, it will be very tough!
How about this, if you guys can catch a punch from me, I'll let you guys take them away!"
Lin Hao said after thinking about it for a while.

Thousand Thunder and Thousand River's whole bodies instantly tightened

and their faces paled once again, Yang Zhenshou's strength could be fierce and unusual!
Back then, he crossed the level and killed a T3000 level weak robot, such strength, it was
not as if!

If the two of them combined their strength, the T400 would have to be

killed instantly, but of course, if the two of them had stored their strength for long enough,
if they were to explode between battles, they would be able to explode out with great

strength, but it would be difficult to kill instantly.



If one person alone had stored up his strength for a single strike, he could
have crossed the level and fought, if two people together had stored up their strength for

a single strike, would Lin Hao have been their opponent?

Qian Lei Qian He swallowed his saliva and fell into despair, their
perception told them that it was absolutely impossible to do ...... but they hoped beyond

hope that Lin Hao could do it ......

Qin Long looked at Yuan Wu, found that Yuan Wu did not say anything to

stop it, also fell into curiosity, Yang Hu Taotie gritted his teeth, even being despised!

And to have two of them together!

"Damn it! I can't believe both of you are so arrogant! How dare you want to

fight two at once, then we don't want this reputation of bullying the small with the big!
Even if word gets out later that our Dragon Gate Town Guard is bullying our juniors, I
don't want that reputation!" Yang Hu drank to, in fact in his heart he wanted to know Lin

Hao's true strength through this strike, otherwise with his position, he really wouldn't
have fought for Qian Lei and Qian He, two grand masters of the Thousand Sects, because
there was no need for that ......

Taotie is also a face of anger, when his gaze flashed over Yuan Wu's face,
he found that Yuan Wu was actually a convinced look, can't help but feel extremely upset,
the four of them are only brothers who have been with each other for many years, now
that a back-up has come forward, Brother Yuan Wu has chosen to trust a back-up directly,
really can't figure it out! I couldn't understand why Yuanwu was so sure that they would

lose!
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Chapter 1655

Since this is the case, then let Yuanwu know that they are actually strong too!

Lin Hao said indifferently, "Since I chose to say yes, then let's start right
away so we can end today's business, I have to go home for dinner. Otherwise my wife is

going to say that I do not know where to run, you say it, but also to catch into the birth of

a child Jun brother."

The fierce Q was a little bit of Jun Wu Ren heard this sentence is also
appalled, this time, still say such words, is also Lin brother has such a mentality, right,
after this battle, with the Dragon Gate of several town guards are afraid that the

relationship is not too good, but so what?

Today learned to the news is subversive ......

"Yes, quickly solve today's matter, the rest of the matter, we will visit the
Dragon Gate later, after all, in the Dragon Gate, there are many things we want to know!
Of course, said in advance, this battle down, is not a life and death grudge, everything we
do, is for China! So don't fight and then tit for tat in the dark, after all, as you said when

you arrived, the situation is not ordinary at this moment, the battle for the ancient prison
of the East is ahead, don't hurt the peace over a little thing."

"Jun family master is right, cutting a deal is just for a little matter of

argument, do not rise to the inside of the grudge." Yuan Wu said.



Qin Long's heart muttered, but from a macroscopic point of view, it is so,
so also said: "Don't worry, today is just for a statement only, everything done will not

become a grudge inside, this I Qin Long can guarantee."

Lin Hao nodded.

Yang Hu Taotie also nodded in agreement, they were originally with the

attitude of trying, as well as in order to vent a mouthful of indignation, after all, the
descendants rampant, the older generation has the obligation to teach a lesson.

said, the three stood at a distance, a thousand thunder thousand river feel

the horror of the breath, into the infinite tension, they certainly hope Lin Hao win, but
what? dyed zero Wu'er closed dyed intention zero? How much certainty is there?

Lin Hao a relaxed attitude, like a round of sun and moon hanging in the

mid-air, in fact, not false Yang Hu Taotie.

Qin Long looked at such a conceited Lin Hao, could not help but say to

Yuan Wu: "Yuan Wu, this young man can really win Taotie and Yang Hu, you know their

strength is not weak, and now even stronger! You know, back in the war, the four of us
are able to cross the level and fight! Especially now Taotie Dao Yin plus body, the
strength of the treacherous, Yang Hu, I will not say, you know."

Yuan Wu smiled lightly, naturally because the heart has a number, so will

relax.



"It's okay, all said it will not hurt the peace." Yuan Wu said.

Qin Long stared closely at Lin Hao, hanging in mid-air Lin Hao aura like a

rainbow, completely not false Taotie Yang Hu, this naked eye looks, Lin Hao does have

some strength, but as he said, Yang Hu Taotie is a real cross-level battle without losing
people, and now is hiding light for decades, into the Grand Master, the strength of the

bottom are Lin Hao such young people do not have... ...

But it was said in advance that the peace could not be hurt, which made

Qin Long not so nervous.

I hope that Lin Hao Jun Wuhuai really as they said, do not hold a grudge,
after all, the battle of ancient prison right now, this if a civil war, the loss of these two top
powerhouse, the future array up, the enemy fight to M-led mechanical army, it will be
much weaker ......

The scene in addition to Yuan Wu and Jun Wu Regret, no one believes that
Lin Hao can resist Taotie and Yang Hu's stored power strike!

Chapter 1656

Qian Xingchen returned to the clan, watched the two elders of the ancestral shrine lamp

went out, his eyelids have been violently beating, his eyes deadly tight on the thousand

thunder and thousand river's life lamp, afraid that it will also go out, the loss of thousand
rain and thousand sea only lost two, but if the thousand thunder and thousand river fell

again, then we will have to lose a large combat power, and may lead to the military

instability of the Martial Union, the thousand clan represents the Martial Union, once the
thousand clan The four elders in the hands of the other party can not stand a few rounds,
then how to share the world with the Dragon Gate Daoist sect three?



Thousands of stars anxious beyond compare, there is another reason, that is
Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret these two super terrifying strong, seems to be very dislike of

the martial arts world, all the way up, has cut? Xi Shan Er Shan Ai Yi Er Closed? Kill

countless people, and seems to have no intention of stopping, which makes people

headache up ......

Previously extremely a thousand Xingchen this moment is also sad great,
looking at the clan ancestral shrine within the father, a thousand sunset looking at that

slightly despondent back, a time difficult to understand, the previous transport in the

father, now twilight evening, some people do not quite dare to believe, after all, he does
not think this look, is his father ......

But he is standing in front of his own, a look of worry and good not

confident, he met in the end what, the Dragon Gate trip and met what?

Thousand sunset would like to ask, but did not dare to go up to ask when

his father was angry, after all, his father has always appeared in front of him with a great

figure, mother is also a lesson, once the father's face is not good, do not appear in front of
him ......

"Father, what have you met in the end? How could it be so? Did Lin Hao

and Jun Wu Ren have some collusion with the Dragon Sect? That's why it led to your

defeat! Dragon Gate, an irresponsible manager is just that! Taotie town guard for so many

years to suppress the Dao Sect, said to be suppressed, why not covet the Dao Sect's
heritage, I'm afraid that the strength of the Dao heritage cultivated over the years is not

weak some orthodox Dao Sect's sitting elders. Yang Hu? Oh, always keep an eye on the

East, the secret agent letter, these years have been feeling the breath of the town guard to

go to the East, I think it should be Yang Hu town guard it. As for the town guard of Qin

Long, the town guard embraced by all is now much weaker than before, the hearts of the



people are slowly dissipating, the town guard of Yuanwu, I'm afraid that is now the

leader of the Dragon Sect, after all, over the years to manage the size of the Dragon Sect

affairs are you, and the strength of the first five in China to enter the ranks of the great

masters, the strength of the status are not to be underestimated, and also with Lin Hao

Jun Wu regret fighting together, certainly not on the side of The martial arts world side,
but behind Lin Hao! Dragon Sect! What the hell has the Dragon Sect been doing all these

years!"

Thousand Sunset clenched his fist and roared low in his heart, but did not

say it directly, after all, these words were too treacherous to say, once his father knew, or
if word got out, even if he was the young master of the Thousand Clans, I'm afraid he

would not be able to avoid severe punishment.

"Since the old generation is not acting, then let us new ecological people

stand up and resist. Father this generation for the development of the clan to survive is

certainly not able to act as disobedient things to, but we can believe in the line! Young
heroes slaughter the evil dragon story has been there! And we, we have to do the

slaughter of the evil dragon teenage heroes!"

Thousand sunset secretly under the heart, ready to incite a group of people

to lead the clan's great patriarchs to strike when Lin Hao and others kill the other clan's
great patriarchs again, and cut the two of them down ......

No one knew that this young patriarch had dared to have the idea of going
against the sky, as a thousand sunset father of a thousand Xingchen if he knew that his

son had such great ambitions, put before must be very pleased, but this moment certainly

do not dare, Lin Hao Jun Wu Regret's terror, has exceeded everyone's expectations,
perhaps to half of the Martial Union to fight against it, the power of a few young juniors

incited in front of them Really not enough to see ......
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Chapter 1657

Of course a thousand stars do not know a thousand sunset now at this moment in time the
idea ......

In mid-air, the Taotie town guard Yang Hu town guard accumulate power

and rise, the blue dome of the sky, as if bred out of the five colors of the treasure, to turn
round and round endlessly, the terrifying power towards their palms converge, like a
river convergence and come, towards the holy ......

The light shone in the eyes of several people in the distance, Qin Long was

shocked, this is the power of the Grand Master, playing out such a terrifying force,
definitely not the power they can exert at the moment, he thought, if the strength of the

two today, to participate in the great battle of the year, the terror will not be the final
situation, there is no need to be so wretched, of course, these ideas are now slightly

naive ......

Taotie body is like a huge beast rising, purple east endless vastness, the
body is shrouded with a layer of terrifying Qi, purple wrapped around the body, but also
looks like a supreme real person here, 10,000 people avoid ......

Yang Hu skimmed his head, looking at the Taotie at this moment, is also
showing a surprised expression, of course the weakest Taotie, now aura like a rainbow,
this terrifying Taoist heritage, I am afraid that has been the heritage of the Taoist clan,
the strength should not be underestimated, that year Taotie insisted on going to town to

guard the Taoist system, the original is so ......

"Yuanwu, with such a terrifying strength, I'm afraid that this descendant is

going to lose." Qin Long said confidently.



"This Dao Yin plus body, plus Taotie so many years of hiding his light, the
strength is even better, now to the Grand Master, on this strength, I'm afraid that T4000
will not be his opponent!

"This is still just a Taotie, plus Yang Hu, the strength is even more

terrifyingly powerful, so ah, you look away." Qin Long said with a confident laugh,
Dragon Gate is still the same Dragon Gate, and did not fade because of a new generation

of strong people, which is superb fortunate, let the Qin Long relaxed a lot ......

Just see Yuan Wu still a face believe Lin Hao's smile, Qin Long some

wonder, in the end what makes the Yuan Wu so blindly believe Lin Hao?

"Brother Yuan, why do you believe in him so much?"

"We'll know when the time comes." Yuan Wu sold a story and said.

Qin Long shook his head, Yuan Wu actually so blind, there let him worry

up, today's own like retired to the second line, then the Dragon Sect must have a leader to

stand out, but Yuan Wu actually so believe in a backward boy, is something that makes

him worry, where is your vision, where is your wisdom?

Hey, Qin Long heaved a sigh of relief.



"The junior, this time to admit defeat, sincere apologies to us, I can choose

to strike." Taotie said, in order to maintain his reputation, he showed all his strength, of
course, there is another reason, that is to exert it to the other three town guards to see.

When his strength in the four town guards inside the weakest, because of
this, resulting in the Dragon Gate four town guards in the lowest weight, this has been a

hurdle in his heart can not pass, of course, is not a hatred in the heart of the hurdle, just
weak heart uncomfortable, now well, hibernation for decades, finally is able to show their

strength, he can guarantee that not in the first, at least in the second, of course, most

likely to be the first! ......

Yang Hu is a little unhappy, and so it is over?

That is not good!

Just when he was about to say that since they are going to fight, no reason

to stop? I want to cover zero Wu Lu Yi Yi? Stop, some bad.

Then Lin Hao said cheerfully: "It is not our fine Chinese tradition to admit

defeat without even fighting! And who loses and who wins, it is not certain!"

Jun Wu Ren laughed, the two town guards are really interesting, but also,
they have not seen the real absolute strength, perhaps still remain inside the perception of

the year, but after today, I'm afraid they will all know the terror of Lin Hao.



"Since you question to fight, then let's fight." Taotie said.

Yang Hu Zhen guards heart a happy, this kid is really confident, was just
worried that he fled from the battlefield, unexpectedly after seeing their power, still so
confident, if placed in ordinary time, he may still think this person is a character,
confident and conceited, not weak strength, but unfortunately, at this moment, he does
not think so, he thinks Lin Hao two some blind!

Chapter 1658

"Are you guys ready?" Lin Hao looked at the two people burst out the power, like a round
of sun and moon, asked.

With the taotie subdued beyond the sun and moon, is a halo of light, of
which the purple qi is the most dense? Wooden picket dye zero Shan Yi closed picket?
The terrifying power in which the outbreak and down, the surrounding space shakes

slightly, emitting a faint chirping sound.

Yang Hu subdue the endless convergence of power around, forming a short

period of arcane space, very treacherous, he was in the middle, a pair of fists, bursts of
cracking sound, a thousand thunder thousand river can feel such a punch down, they
directly perish!

"Too strong!" Thousand thunder low roar, heart eyes fell in the throat.

Thousand river is also relentless nodding machine general, blankly nodding,
eyes inside are endless despair ......



"We are ready!" The next moment, the two came with a monstrous aura, a
big smell of God blocking God, Buddha blocking Buddha!

Terrifying breath like a broken tide, towards Lin Hao covered, boom,
powerful destructive power in a palm with a fist inside the power to explode!

Lin Hao snapped open his eyes open, these two forces have to say, or some

force, the threat is also so little, that is also only limited to so little!

"Kill!" Yang Hu shouted low, not even a hint of sloppiness.

In an instant, three forces in the air erupted.

Lin Hao at first just ready to casually block, but apparently he

underestimated the strength of the four town guards, although the same Grand Master,
but their underlying will to fight are terrifying as such, so Lin Hao surrounded by a

powerful internal force erupted out, as if a polar circle erupted, directly around his body

covered!

Instantly and the rise of the defense aperture, suddenly directly sucked

around the power, so that the thousand thunder and thousand river body trembled,
almost fell to the ground ......



Qin Long's mouth twitched, if he had not tried to resist this sucking force,
I'm afraid he would have made a fool of himself, he lifted his head, looking at the sky in

that a like endless darkness erupted out of the power, this moment, he knew why Yuan

Wu brother so calm so sure, such power, even he had to look up, he did not dare to

imagine!

Thousand thunder and thousand river horrified, they have seen Lin Hao's
strength, the kind of lightly directly kill a just advanced to the Grand Master strength of

the strong, but they saw only Lin Hao fierce instant kill, and nothing else appeared, but
this moment, the two town guards under the combined force, forcing Lin Hao to cast

defense, of course, this also shows the strength of the four town guards terrifying, but still
a variation on the horror of Lin Hao!

Taotie looked at Lin Hao, such a terrifying aura, directly affecting their

power magnetic field, what is his strength? Is this also too appalling?

Yang Hu is also trembling, a low roar: "This is not possible! Such strength,
beyond the limits of human explosions! I've seen the experiment, my physical ability to

contain the power is the limit! In the enhancement will make the body can not accept!"

Taotie could not help but look at Yang Hu, Yang Hu was the one who

brought physical skills to the extreme, the four people inside, the least talented is him,
but the hardest working is also him!

Taotie did not go to destroy Yang Hu's self-confidence, but drank: "No
matter how he explodes, in front of the real Yesri, it's just a chicken and a dog! Kill!"



This moment, the real strength of the two is all out, and not a trace of

hiding!

The air is like a wheel of the sun and moon is exploding, endless power
pouring down, like the nine days of the Milky Way water erupted, enveloped down, this
piece of open space like a solar eclipse appeared, the distant mountaineers look over,
shocked beyond measure, just with the camera, but can not be imaged, they looked at the
camera in shock, that is hundreds of thousands of camera equipment, but can not shoot

down, they are full of doubts.

"Look, the halo is emitting more and more!"

"I can see, but why can't imaging, we just need to take these pictures, then
we are the world's top photographers!"
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"Damn it! I feel like if I don't get the shot, I'll never really get it again!"

"I know!"

While the crowd was talking, the glow of the halo over there bloomed

again.



Because the engagement began!

The three fist force intersected, instantly erupted like a nuclear bomb

power so explosive movement, the entire sea of heaven were rippled, countless people
looked up at the sky dome, looking at this side, only no matter what camera function can

not be captured!

So it's the same as not appearing, so countless people think that it's just a
mirage, but those who know the existence of the martial arts world, can not help but

shock the mind, such an explosive force, how is generated? How is this possible?

A punch blasted out, Lin Hao just used sixty percent of his force, because
any harder and it might have killed them by mistake!

"Boom boom boom!"

The majestic explosion of power scattered and fell to the ground.

Lin Hao face unmoved, but Taotie and Yang Hu are struggling with ugly

faces!

"This can't be!"



"How is this possible!" Taotie is also muttering, looking up at the corona of

light in the middle of Lin Hao, his heart is appalled, they can not even break the outside

layer of the corona, let alone the black energy shield inside, his strength, in the end, how
terrifying ......

And look at his relaxed look, it seems that not much power out!

"Terrible!" Qin Long said, too terrifying, this is what kind of power

completely beyond the scope of his imagination, such an explosive force, absolutely not

any person can cast out, and he has fought so many years of deadly battles, but also have
not seen such a power to cast out.

Suddenly, Qin Long seemed to think of something and looked towards

Yuan Wu: "Brother Yuan Wu, do the times really exist? The end times, high martial arts

era, the era of technological civilization, this impossible legend, now in front of me,
seems to be slowly emerging, but I do not admit ...... but I now have some belief ......"

This statement, Jun Wu Ren towards Qin Long town guard look over,
before they listened to a thousand thunder and a thousand river a lot of secrets about the
era, plus their own two also a small chat for a while, now it seems that the era may really

exist ......

Of course they themselves know a lot ......

Yuan Wu looked at the great reaction of Jun Wu Ren, a faint smile: "Some

things have and do not have what is the difference? Even if there is, he no longer exists,
if not, we will not just believe that he does not ......"



Qin Long laughed, Yuan Wu dumb riddle playing kung fu or first-class, but
think of the Dragon Gate canonical pavilion within those canonical collections, they seem
to have to go back to seriously study carefully, but also the same time, remembered that

over the years, why Yuan Wu has been concerned about this matter ......

Thinking about it Qin Long more and more feel that they can not keep up
with the pace of the crowd!

"So strong! This is too strong!" Thousand thunder looked up at the sky

dome gorgeous place, huge light explosion, shattered open, like a star river exploded, and
like the sun and moon torn, endless light dazzling, huge power is extremely terrifying,
devouring, destruction in the heart balked.

Thousands of rivers looked up at the front of the eyes, that a man, at this
moment as the absolute heavenly pride, forested in mid-air, deep eyes inside,
incomparably cold, is the endless killing intent as well as irreversible majesty, at this
moment, he is like an absolute king of the field!

"Bang bang bang ~" continuous sonic booms exploded, gorgeous flowers
opened one by one in mid-air, eventually scattered and filled the air ......

Then three people appeared inside, of which Lin Hao stood proudly, while
the other two had incomparably ugly faces!



They lost, the two looked at Lin Hao in shock, completely unable to believe

the final situation, to be honest, they sighed Lin Hao's strength must be very strong, but
also can not be so strong that they both incomparable match it ......

And they still stored force a strike, Lin Hao simply punch, not even all of

them, what strength he in the end? Why? So strong?
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"You have lost." Lin Hao gently tapped the remnants of power on his body, and the fire

dispersed, leaving behind a blue-colored sky with an endless void ......

"So these two people, they don't need to go with you guys." Lin Hao said to

Taotie and Yang Hu.

The two of them looked at each other, they really didn't care too much

about not taking away Thousand Thunder and Thousand River, they didn't care in the

first place. What they cared about today was why Lin Hao was so strong and how he was

cultivating.

Qin Long also nodded, the stronger Lin Hao, the greater the chances of
their victory in the future battle, although he can not, but he still hopes that the strength
of China is even stronger ......

Yuan Wu nodded slightly, in the expected? Shandi Lu dyed Xi Lu served er?
in.



"You are very strong." Taotie said, when finished staring at Lin Hao in said:
"But you cultivation barge, skillful things lack too much, from the resistance of a move

just now, you are also with the help of the purple qi to enhance the strength, if it is the
purple qi, then you can go to the Taoist sect to walk, where you will get a new

opportunity to enhance, can be stronger."

"I'm telling you this just to make our chances of winning bigger in the

future when the battle of the ancient prison in Eastern Japan, as well as when we fight

against the mechanical army of M ......"

Yang Hu hummed and turned to leave. Taotie just like this, always like to
do something after the horse, but so be it, the bad guys are supposed to do it themselves,
he likes false reminders that is his business ......

Looking at Yang Hu's distant back, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren glanced at

each other, some get along, they also simply know that the Dragon Gate is not what they

saw, four people and harmony, perhaps those years is, but now obviously not ......

Yang Hu left, Taotie stay in place sarcastically smiled for a while, found Lin
Hao and Jun Wu Regret to him are expressionless, is also the corner of the mouth

wriggled a little, said: "I still have things on hand, if you want to go to the orthodox Dao

Sect, you can first find me, where I am familiar with, I can give you away ......"

See Lin Hao did not answer a trace, Taotie is not angry, now he is

considered to know the things Lin Hao, also can not afford to put up a fight, now see they

are not very easy to get along with the look, also had to leave first ......



Yang Hu and Taotie left, Qin Long still a calm and not angry look, Fang just
a series of transformations, in his face changed, but are fleeting, Jun Wu regrets to be able

to store caught, but in the blink of an eye his expression will disappear, once again back

to bland, a calm posture.

For Qin Long, this Dragon Gate's first talker, Jun Wu Regrets heartily

admire, and just now such a thing happened, he also did not participate, indicating that

his eyes are much longer-term than others ......

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the new generation of
people who have been in the business for a long time. How can there be any one-man

town forever?"

"Of course, as for the incident of Cang, you can also find a trace within the

Dragon Gate, there are some things that you will know sooner or later, so why not I be a

good person and talk to you first?"

"Well, that's all my words, come to the Dragon Sect some day, you can look

for me or look for Brother Yuanwu." Said and Qin Long left, also did not look at the

thousand thunder and thousand river, after all, these two people are the grand master,
but also the grand master of the thousand clan, and that is, set up the army to set up, they
listen to the orders of the thousand clan, but not theirs, since the thousand clan are

listening to them, why bother to chill with them too much ......

Lin Hao's outburst, so he completely saw the value of Lin Hao, so put

something out, also considered to sell Lin Hao a favor ......



Qin Long left, a thousand clan thousand Xingchen incident for help is

considered to end here, the fear brought about by the incident of the Hegemon Gate, in
the heart of a thousand Xingchen fell a deep trace, at this moment in the clan shrine he is

waiting for news.
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